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Hakodate Wagyu
Beef Curry

て

1 pack 864 yen

A ready-to-eat curry that contains
chunks of Hakodate Wagyu beef,
perfect for souvenirs. Just heat it up and
enjoy the extravagant, beefy goodness.
■ A popular bakery that
always sells out its bread

1,080 to 1,485 yen

TEL.01392-6-7210
Hours 10:00–18:00

The first Shinkansen stop in the island
Kanchu
Misogi
Festival

Sandblasted Glassware

Coppendot

A new line of souvenirs featuring glasses
and plates etched with Kiko or Misogi
Festival designs. You can also order in
advance to create your own designs!

Irregular closed days

︻

■ Enjoy Italian cuisine
by Master Chef Masayuki Okuda

The Tsukudani
1 pack (130g) 756 yen

TEL.01392-6-7210
Hours Lunch 11:00–14:00
（L.O.）
Dinner 17:30–20:45（L.O.）

A popular preserved condiment
made with long, soft strips of
Kikonai hijiki seaweed and chewy
abalone from southern Hokkaido.

Irregular closed days
（For details, check http://kikonai.jp/restaurant/）
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※All prices are tax-inclusive.
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KIKONAI TOWN

By Shinkansen
● Tokyo to Kikonai

3 hours 58 minutes
2 hours 24 minutes
● Morioka to Kikonai 1 hour 37 minutes
● Shin-Aomori to Kikonai
47 minutes
● Shin-Hakodate-Hokuto to Kikonai 12 minutes
● Sendai to Kikonai

※Approximate times provided by JR Hokkaido

By Car

● From Haneda Airport,

● Kikonai to Hakodate

Approx.3 hours 5 minutes

By Bus
● Kikonai Station to Esashi Hospital

6 buses per day (106 minutes)

● Kikonai Station to Matsumae Bus Terminal

10 buses per day (100 minutes)

● Kikonai Station to Hakodate Station

6 buses per day (90 minutes)

※Bus schedules subject to change.
Contact Hakodate Bus for up-to-date information.

Published 2019

Inquiries

So many
Southern
Hokkaido
souvenirs!

By Airplane
fly to Hakodate Airport.
Take the bus or taxi to Hakodate Station.
Take the bus or train to Kikonai Station.

Kikonai Town Industrial Economic Affairs Division
Honcho 218, Kikonai-cho, Kamiiso-gun, Hokkaido TEL.01392-2-3131 FAX.01392-2-3622

http://www.town.kikonai.hokkaido.jp

Kikonai Town ︼
Tourist Guidebook

Donan de’s Ocuda Spirits

Approx.
330 km

KIKONAI
GUIDE
BOOK

52 minutes（39km）

● Kikonai to Onuma Quasi-National Park
64 minutes（54km）

A town where past and present interweave
Hakodate
Wagyu Beef

● Kikonai to Shiriuchi

11 minutes（9km）
38 minutes（34km）
● Kikonai to Matsumae 64 minutes（54km）
● Kikonai to Kaminokuni 50 minutes（42km）
● Kikonai to Esashi
61 minutes（50km）
● Kikonai to Assabu
76 minutes（63km）
● Kikonai to Otobe
78 minutes（64km）
● Kikonai to Okushiri Island（ferry）
201 minutes（111km）
● Kikonai to Fukushima

KIKONAI
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Compared to city centers, the 9 towns in the west side of the
peninsula have more open roads with less traffic lights, providing
for a smooth drive. However, you should always watch out for
sudden dangers, and be careful not to overspeed.

This pamphlet was produced with
financial support from the Summer
Jumbo Lottery.
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The Kanrin Maru at Cape Saraki
The Kanrin Maru was a warship built by the Dutch in 1857 for the Bakufu
government of Japan. In 1860, the ship sailed to the USA, carrying a delegation
led by Katsu Kaishu, John Manjiro, and Fukuzawa Yukichi. Their mission was
to ratify the Treaty of Amity and Commerce between the United States and
Japan, as well as to show the world that Japan had mastered modern navigation
techniques. In September 1871, the Kanrin Maru became shipwrecked and sank
in the ocean near Cape Saraki. The cape is now the site of a Kanrin Maru
monument, and a tulip garden that pays homage to the ship’s birthplace.
■ Cape
Parking

Saraki Kamekawa, Kikonai-cho
50 slots available
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There are currently three railways running through Kikonai Town: the
Hokkaido Shinkansen, the South Hokkaido Railway, and the Donan Trolley
Train. The Hokkaido Shinkansen takes around 4 hours from Hokkaido to
Tokyo, and both inbound and outbound trains stop at Kikonai 8 times a day.
One of the best places to see and photograph the bullet train is the Shinkansen
viewing spot. After taking a tour of Kikonai, take a ride on the South Hokkaido
Railway towards Hakodate. You can enjoy great views of the ocean and
countryside through the train windows.

The resting place of Kanrin Maru’s anchor

The Culture and Tradition
of Kikonai
HISTORY&CULTURE
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Trains and Railways

See and touch various pieces of history

Ikarinkan

i town Specia
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In the Kikonai Town Museum, also known as Ikarinkan,
there is a display of an anchor believed to be from the
Kanrin Maru. It was salvaged from a spot 2 km off Cape
Saraki, 20 m deep in the ocean. The museum also has a
railway archives section, with numerous displays on the old
Matsumae and Esashi lines, as well as various tools,
tickets, uniforms, and other valuable archives of the period.

■ Hokkaido

TEL.01392-6-7112（Kikonai Station）

■ South

Hokkaido Railway
■ Donan Trolley Train

■ Kikonai

Town Museum
Ikarinkan

Experience the blessings of the town!

Shinkansen

TEL.0138-83-1977

Hokkaido Yume Rail Club, Aza Tsuruoka, Kikonai-cho
TEL.070-2422-1006
Hours Holiday, Saturday and Sunday
10:00–16:00（last entry 15:30）

Aza Tsuruoka 74-1, Kikonai-cho
TEL.01392-2-4366
Hours 9：00–16：00
Closed Mondays and
yearend holidays
Fee
Free
Parking 20 slots available

※Schedule may vary

Closed

Mon to Fri, rainy days, winter season

Engine Trolly

1400yen

（2 or more people,700yen）

Children 400yen

（Children must be accompanied by on adult）
Parking

o
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20 slots available

（Kikonai Town Museum, Tsuruoka Park）
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Activities and
Tours
At Kikonai, you can try out various activities and
tours unique to the harbor town, such as seine
fishing, scallop culture and release, fishing boat
rides, and kombu drying. You can also try crop
harvesting, cow milking, bread making, and other
activities that let you fully experience the different
charms of the town. Contact us and we’ll find the
perfect activity for you or your group.
■ Kikonai

Experience Tourism
Promotion Council

Kanchu Misogi Festival

Kikonai Tourist Association,
Aza Honcho 525, Kikonai-cho
TEL.01392-6-7357 ※9：00〜17：00(except Mon/Tue)
E-mail : fujiya@kikonai-kankou.net

Every year on January 13th, four young men perform a ritual
purification at the Samegawa Shrine by dousing themselves with cold
water several times day and night. On the 15th, they carry sacred
icons of four Shinto gods and perform a purification ceremony in the
ice-cold waters of the Tsugaru Strait. This ceremony is
held as a prayer for a good catch and harvest, and is held MAP
in conjunction with fireworks shows, food festivals, and
other events at Kikonai Town.
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Kikonai town “MISOGI” walking Tour
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Samegawa Shrine
This shrine is famous as the birthplace of the Kanchu Misogi Festival. It
originated in 1625 as a small shrine built by the Matsumae samurai clan near
the Samegawa River to bring good fortune in their battles. It enshrines the
deity Tamayorihime-no-Mikoto, who is the mother of Jimmu
MAP
Tenno, the first emperor of Japan. The name Samegawa comes
from a pun on the phrase “a river where a goddess helps”.

D

In this guided walking tour, you start from Kikonai Station and go around the
town, exploring various places related to the Kanchu Misogi Festival. You
even get to try out sweets and Japanese sake at the town’s small shopping
arcade. The tour ends at Misogi beach, where you can experience the
town’s ritual ablution ceremony that began over 180 years ago. It’s a
good chance to purify yourself and pray for prosperity.
■ Kikonai town “MISOGI” walking Tour
Fee
Participants
Contact

Time
1,000 yen
1 hour
2 to 10 (Reservation required for 10 or more persons)

Kikonai Tourist Association
TEL.01392-6-7357 ※9：00〜17：00
E-mail : fujiya@kikonai-kankou.net

Enjoy the cuisine of a famous master chef

Kikonai
Italian Cuisine
Masayuki Okuda is a master chef and owner of the
famous Italian restaurant “Al Checciano” in Tsuruoka
City, Yamagata Prefecture. He also oversees the cuisine
at Donan de’s Ocuda Spirits, a restaurant at Misogino-Sato Kikonai Road Station. You can savor excellent
Italian dishes made with the finest ingredients from
Kikonai and Southern Hokkaido.

Lean, juicy beef with a robust flavor

Hakodate Wagyu Beef

Large lobes of succulent scallops

Scallop Dishes
These scallops are cultured in the rough seas of the
Tsugaru Strait. They have a firm but succulent texture,
and an exquisite, oceany flavor. You can enjoy them
at various restaurants in town.

Hakodate Wagyu is a local brand of Japanese red cattle, originally
bred in Kumamoto Prefecture. Compared to black wagyu, it is a
leaner, healthier beef that is more affordable, but maintains a soft
texture and elegant flavor. You can enjoy locally-raised Hakodate
Wagyu beef at many restaurants in Kikonai Town.

A rare, local brand of Japanese sake

Misogi no Mai
This rare Japanese sake is sold only in Kikonai. It
is a “junmai” type made from local Honoka 224
or Hoshinoyume rice, brewed in the Fuji Brewery
of Tsuruoka City, Yamagata Prefecture. It has a dry
but balanced, mellow taste, and the refreshing
Daiginjo brew is especially popular. There are also
limited edition bottles, such as the “Hatsushibori”
in February, and the “Hiyaoroshi” in November.

Hakodate Wagyu
Beef Croquette
1 piece 250 yen

Hakodate Wagyu Beef Nabe

This crispy croquette is an ideal
snack to munch on while strolling
around town. Also available in a
frozen pack of 4 pieces (880 yen).

Kikonai GOURMET

1 pack 960 yen

き こ な い グ ル メ

A hot pot set that includes beef slices, onions, enoki mushrooms,
and a soup made from local kombu and other ingredients.

Sold at Kikonai Road Station and
Super Sun Mate

Sold at Kikonai Road Station and Kyujo Kudo Shoten

Kikonai SWEETS

Kiko Goods

き こ な い ス イ ー ツ

A cool, salty-sweet treat

MAP
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Misogi-no-Shio Soft Cream
Kitchen Kiko

Tenugui hand towel 1,280 yen
A cute hand towel designed with a repeating Kiko
pattern. You can use it as an onsen or sports towel,
and it’s also great as a souvenir.

1 piece 300 yen
This soft serve ice cream is flavored with salt extracted from the
Misogi hama, the final venue of the Kanchu Misogi ceremony.
You won’t get enough of its salty sweetness.
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Sold at Kikonai Road Station

Kiko Tote Bag and
Eco Bag

Sweets with a taste of elegance

Kitajima

Misogi Pie
1 piece 162 yen
This baked pie comes in three
different flavors of filling: red
bean paste, chestnut paste, and
pumpkin paste. They are wrapped
in a package that has a traditional
Japanese feel.

A consistent quick sellout

Coppendot

Pakupaku Shio Pan Bread 3
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Kitajima

This salty bread roll has a buttery fragrance and flavor that
will make you gobble up several pieces in no time. It’s great
as a meal accompaniment or as a snack on its own.

4 Misogi Sablé Cookies
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5 Koukou Mochi

4 piece 648 yen

1 piece 120 yen

These fragrant, crunchy cookies come in a
package featuring Misogi Boy, the mascot of
the Kanchu Misogi Festival. They also make for
the perfect Kikonai souvenir.

A soy sauce and walnut-flavored rice cake
that got its name from a local folk tale about
filial piety. It has been a favorite in the town
since its inception in 1934.

Ya!
Kiko Choco
1 piece 155 yen

Made with cocoa-flavored
wafers filled with moist,
baked chocolate, these
cute treats are stamped
with an image of Kiko.

Go shopping with Kiko with these handy tote and
eco bags. You can fold it up and carry it in your
bag, and take it out whenever you go shopping.

5 piece 230 yen

Traditional sweets with a nostalgic taste
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Japanese Pattern Tote Bag 1,296 yen
Kiko Big Face Eco Bag 1,458 yen
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Sold at Kikonai Road Station and
Fashion Shop Okumura

Kiko T-Shirts
A popular Kikonai souvenir
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Kiko Big Face

Adult size 2,484 yen/Child size 2,376 yen

Kiko Japanese Pattern

Adult size 2,160 yen/Child size 1,944 yen

Comes in two designs: a striking red t-shirt
printed with Kiko’s face all over the front, and a
stylish indigo t-shirt that resembles traditional
Japanese patterns.
Sold at Kikonai Road Station and Fashion Shop Okumura

Kiko Candy
1 piece 380 yen
A candy similar to traditional
Kintaro-ame but designed
with Kiko’s face. It has a
sweet strawberry flavor.
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Kamaya
Station

■January 13 to 15

Kikonai-no-Bou

Kanchu Misogi Festival

So

A statue of a boy who sold matches despite
being blind in order to support his parents.
This tale of ﬁlial piety is said to be based
on the life of a real person named
Tomoyoshi Kawamata.

■Early to mid-May

Cape Saraki Tulip Festival
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228

Izumisawa
Station

Satsukari
Station

A Cape Saraki

Sellers

Kyujo Kudo Shoten

Tulip Garden

Seicomart

■August 15 to 16

Kikonai Kanrin Maru Festival
Murakami
Shibazakura Garden

■November 3

Hometown Industry Festival

228

Yakushi-yama

Oh
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This small, 72-m high mountain becomes
covered in pink moss in May. A 10-minute
climb to the summit takes you to an
observation deck where you can enjoy
a view of the town, the Tsugaru
Strait, and the surrounding
mountains.

Notoya

7-Eleven

Yakushi-yama
pink moss
Takatori
Walk

Baseball
Ground

Ikarinkan

This museum displays various historical
tools and artifacts of Kikonai Town,
605to
as well as an anchor believed
be from the Kanrin Maru.
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Kikonai
Hospital ●

Kikonai
Junior High
School

Kitajima
Head office

Coop
Sapporo

Hokkaido Shinkansen
Viewing Spot
Located around 3 km southwest of Kikonai
Station, this 4-meter high observation
deck gives you a head-on view of the
Hokkaido Shinkansen train
coming through a
mountain tunnel.

〒

Police
Station

Michi-no-Eki
Misogi-no Sato Kikonai
（Kikonai Road Station）

Steak House Akatsuki
To Shiriuchi

Kikonai Station Branch
■Times Car Rental
(Hours : 9:00–18:00)
TEL .01392-2-3636
kaido Kikonai Branch
Hok
ar
tac
Ren
ki
■E
(Hours : 9:00–18:00)
TEL .01392-2-2 555
te-Hokuto Branch
tact the Shin-Hakoda
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TEL.0138-77-5333 (Hou
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■Kikorin Rent-a-Cyc

Kitajima

Suehiro-an

Classe Inn Kikonai

Go here to rent a car or bicycle, or catch a
taxi cab to go around the town.
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Ishikawaya
Business Hotel
Ishikawaya
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Kitchen Kiko
Coppendot

Donan de’s Ocuda Spirits
Kikonai town
office

E

Mohri

Bank Drug
Store
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Kikonai Elementary School

Bus stop
“Kikonai Ekimae”
Kikoriro

Kikonai Town

Donan
Museum
Trolley Train Ikarinkan

Minshuku
Harabayashi
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Kikonai River
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Chuo Community
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Kikonai Town Museum

Detailed Map
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Kikonai

Samegawa Swimming
Pool
Kikonai
Junior High
School

Chuo
Community
Center

Free Wi-Fi is available at the
Kikonai Station North Exit, Kikonai
Road Station, Higashide Saketen,
and the Misogihama area.
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Samegawa
Park Golf
D Shrine
Course
Detailed Map

Misogi hama
Here you can watch the Kanchu Misogi
Festival from a wooden deck, or
emulate the participants of the ritual
by passing through the torii gate
towards the sea.
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Wi-Fi
available in
the area
marked by the
dotted line.

A garden that blooms with countless
tulips in May, it also features a
monument of the Kanrin Maru
warship.

Lawson

Yakushi-yama

Ski Resort

Cape Saraki
Tulip Garden
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Zentoji Temple
This temple houses a statue of a Nio
Guardian and a monument to Juro
Matsumo, a Hokkaido pioneer. The
defunct Esashi railway line used to
pass through the temple
grounds.

A private shibazakura garden in the Satsukari
district. In May, various varieties of pink
moss bloom with vivid colors. A
temporary parking space can be
used during this period.
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Seicomart
Higashide saketen
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Okumura

Ruto

Kikonai
Healthcare
Center

Hotel Yoshizawa

Ralse mart
Kikonai National
Health Insurance
Hospital

Misogi park

Misogihama
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